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ABSTRACT
Climate change is a pressing threat to planetary well-being that can be addressed only by rapid near-term actions across all sectors. Yet, the cloud computing sector, with its increasingly large carbon footprint, has initiated only modest efforts to reduce emissions to date; its main approach today relies on cloud providers sourcing renewable energy from a limited global pool of options. We investigate how to accelerate cloud computing’s efforts. Our approach tackles carbon reduction from a software standpoint by gradually integrating carbon awareness into the cloud abstraction. Specifically, we identify key bottlenecks to software-driven cloud carbon reduction, including (1) the lack of visibility and disaggregated control between cloud providers and users over infrastructure and applications, (2) the immense overhead presently incurred by application developers to implement carbon-aware application optimizations, and (3) the increasing complexity of carbon-aware resource management due to renewable energy variability and growing hardware heterogeneity. To overcome these barriers, we propose an agile approach that federates the responsibility and tools to achieve carbon awareness across different cloud stakeholders. As a key first step, we advocate leveraging the role of application operators in managing large-scale cloud deployments and integrating carbon efficiency metrics into their cloud usage workflow. We discuss various techniques to help operators reduce carbon emissions, such as carbon budgets, service-level visibility into emissions, and configurable-yet-centralized resource management optimizations.
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1 OVERVIEW
Nearly 1% of today’s total global carbon emissions is attributable to datacenters [4]. This fraction is growing rapidly due to the increased demand for centralized computing, including recent advances in compute-intensive large language models (LLMs) [15, 28]. Rapid near-term actions are needed to reduce these emissions since carbon can otherwise accumulate and remain in the atmosphere for hundreds of years [63, 88]. One such action involves compliance with the Paris Agreement [64], which requires datacenters to reduce their emissions by 45% between 2020 to 2030 [88]. Driven by such political pressures, as well as social and market demands, several cloud providers and large-scale cloud users have made commitments to reduce their emissions and publish annual sustainability reports detailing their progress [32, 34, 48, 57, 71].

To offset or reduce datacenter emissions, cloud providers invest in renewable energy through long-term Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) and time-based Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) [4, 32]; they also incentivize cloud users to run applications in regions that primarily operate on renewables [31, 67]. These efforts help reduce the carbon intensity of the grid by funding sustainable energy generation and redirecting user compute demand towards greener energy sources. However, they incur three key limitations. First, since growth in hyperscale cloud energy demand far outpaces the rate of increase in renewable energy production [5, 6, 89], clouds running on renewables may displace other electricity consumers on the grid to carbon-intensive energy sources. Given the recent growth in demand for LLMs [15, 28], it may not even be feasible to source renewable energy for all datacenters in the near term. Second, even if providers match 100% of their annual or hourly energy demand with PPAs or RECs, clouds may still not be able to fully operate on renewable energy due to the supply variability of major renewable sources [19, 21, 92]. For example, solar and wind energy supplies are highly sensitive to weather patterns and the time of the day; consequently, their supply may not match the instantaneous cloud energy demand. Finally, using renewable energy for cloud operations does not address embodied carbon—the emissions from hardware manufacturing and supply chains—which constitutes a significant portion of the cloud carbon footprint [39, 61].

New approaches are needed to address these limitations, and we posit that providers alone can make limited progress. In particular, many carbon optimizations involve trade-offs that are opaque to providers due to the black-box nature of cloud user applications (e.g., deciding whether applications are delay tolerant to achieve higher carbon efficiency [93], or identifying application quality-of-service guarantees to perform efficient resource management [22]). Further, given that users dictate the cloud workload, they should also be given agency regarding their emissions.

Taking action to rapidly transition towards sustainable clouds therefore requires empowering cloud users with mechanisms to reduce both their energy and carbon footprints. Unfortunately, doing so is challenging because cloud users: (1) lack fine-grained visibility into and control over operational emissions, (2) lack visibility into...
datacenter hardware lifetimes and embodied emissions, (3) lack suitable development tooling and application deployment workflows for carbon reduction, and (4) encounter significant complexity in optimizing for carbon trade-offs due to renewable energy supply variability and growing cloud hardware heterogeneity.

Prior work argues that cloud providers could address some of these challenges by integrating a carbon API into the cloud abstraction to give users greater visibility and control over their emissions [13, 81]. Although powerful, this approach is complex for both providers and users because it requires carbon awareness to percolate throughout the application, platform, and hardware stacks. Specifically, it puts much of the complexity burden on application developers, who would need additional training and tooling to rewrite large-scale applications to make them carbon efficient [37, 38, 59]; further, it requires continuous development efforts since carbon trade-offs keep changing as technology evolves. Alas, developer time can already pose a bottleneck for business operations. Rewriting applications may not even be a viable option for developers because many cloud users deploy large-scale microservices that use complex components as black-box solutions [26, 87]. Thus, even if cloud providers were willing to expose low-level infrastructure details and a carbon API to users, this approach would likely take significant time, effort, and care to deploy, time that the planet may not have.

To address the urgency of reducing carbon emissions amid the rapid evolution of clean datacenter technologies, we suggest an agile approach [2]. We advocate that the most pragmatic pathway towards achieving carbon-aware clouds is one that works within existing business practices while enabling swift and progressive reduction of carbon emissions. Based on this philosophy, we recommend three measures to transition towards a carbon-aware cloud abstraction.

**R1: Federate Responsibility for Carbon Efficiency into Existing Organizational Workflows.** First, large-scale cloud users should leverage their existing organizational structure to integrate carbon efficiency into their current workflow. Rather than putting the entire burden of carbon awareness/reduction on developers, we argue that application operators are well positioned to monitor and navigate the complex trade-offs between cost, performance, reliability, and carbon at deployment time while ensuring that business-critical application objectives are met. Meanwhile, cloud providers are better suited to implement carbon-aware resource management measures and expose them to application operators given their better visibility into their own infrastructure and services. Furthermore, to meet carbon reduction targets, cloud users should implement a top-down carbon budget for the organization that is allocated to applications by project managers and enforced by operations teams: carbon budgets provide clear carbon goals to all stakeholders and align well with climate policy [64].

**R2: Provide Actionable Visibility into Emissions.** Second, to make more carbon-efficient decisions, cloud providers should empower application operators with coarse-grained visibility into the carbon footprints of their deployments; different providers should further collaborate to standardize reported metrics and accounting methodologies. Doing so casts carbon as an optimization metric that application operators can balance alongside traditional application objectives. It also helps operators define best practices for project managers to choose between cloud platforms and for application developers to select carbon-efficient services when they build or optimize software. For example, operators could help pinpoint which application services are “carbon hotspots” for developers to optimize; they could also help create an emissions ranking between different application service alternatives to guide developer decisions. Over time, as carbon optimizations become more nuanced, providers can improve the accuracy and granularity of their reported carbon metrics.

**R3: Centralize Configurable Carbon Optimization Mechanisms.** Finally, to simplify and enable progressive carbon reduction across users, cloud providers should centralize carbon optimization implementations as much as possible and offer them as configurable knobs to application operators. Operators could then reason about and expose application characteristics, possibly in real time, so the cloud provider could better schedule resources. These knobs would initially be coarse grained: for example, the main knob today controls whether applications are run in a region powered by green energy if network latency from that region is acceptable [31].

As provider implementations mature, they can expose finer-grained knobs to operators (and eventually to developers) who would incrementally reduce emissions by making applications partially or fully carbon aware. For example, “green VMs” could become alternatives to spot VMs that are spun-up to run delay-tolerant workloads only when renewable energy is available [69, 93].

## 2 CARBON AWARENESS CHALLENGES

We now elaborate on the challenges that motivate the agile reduction of cloud carbon emissions.

### 2.1 Visibility into Carbon Emissions

Providing visibility into emissions can motivate and guide user actions [4, 9, 29]. However, carbon fundamentally differs from traditional application metrics like performance, availability, or correctness [10]. Cloud users can independently monitor and validate traditional metrics, which are typically exposed by the application itself. In contrast, carbon metrics, such as energy usage and emissions, must be externalized by the cloud provider. Addressing this requirement raises the following challenges due to the multi-tenant nature of the cloud.

**C1: Operational Emissions Accounting.** Visibility into operational carbon emissions requires user-level energy measurements; however, taking these measurements in a fine-grained manner is not possible with today’s hardware interfaces. Most modern servers are equipped with full-node power monitoring through IPMI [45]. At the component level, energy can be monitored for CPU sockets and DRAM using the RAPL interface [44] and for GPUs using vendor-provided tools [8, 62]. However, most other server components, e.g., disks, NICs, and fans, typically do not expose energy measurement interfaces, making it difficult to get fine-grained visibility into user emissions. Furthermore, exposing raw energy counters directly to cloud users raises safety concerns since they are susceptible to side-channel attacks [52]. Even if there were safe energy measurement interfaces, it is difficult to map server- or component-level
power measurements to consistent user-level emissions on shared, multi-tenant servers [10]. For example, since modern servers are not energy proportional [12], the same virtual machine (VM) running on an otherwise idle machine uses more energy than if it were colocated with other VMs, which the user has no control over.

C2: Embodied Emissions Accounting. Embodied carbon accounting is even more challenging since it incurs multi-tenancy in both space and time. Not all providers expose embodied emissions to users today [79], and those that do expose it only coarsely via post-hoc reports [54, 58]; in fact, cloud users can effectively hide their Scope 3 emissions, reporting on which is not required under existing standards [61, 68]. Since server lifetimes are not known in advance, it is unclear how to effectively account for and expose embodied emissions to cloud users. Current proposals account for embodied emissions based on electricity use prorated over anticipated hardware lifetimes [23, 38], factoring in the fraction of compute reserved [38, 85], or based on normalized cloud usage cost [54]. However, these accounting approaches fail to incentivize efforts to extend server lifetimes or use older hardware, which can help to reduce emissions [14, 18, 86].

C3: Trust Issues. The validity of cloud emissions metrics relies entirely on the provider’s trustworthiness. Since providers can use cloud carbon efficiency as a competitive advantage to attract environmentally-conscious users [17], it is important to ensure that their emissions reporting is standardized and comparable. However, today’s carbon footprint reports from cloud providers often lack details about accounting methodology, are unverified, and/or are subject to change [23, 58]. Furthermore, each provider uses their own carbon reporting methodology which makes it difficult for users to correctly choose carbon-efficient cloud platforms. To increase credibility and standardize a carbon reporting framework, providers should share their methodology with the community and cross-validate it with third-party stakeholders, which can facilitate greater carbon reduction through competition [82]. Currently, such transparency is not widespread.

### 2.2 Carbon-aware Software Development

Carbon-aware software optimization typically leverages trade-offs being built into the application; for example, since 4G networks are more carbon intensive than WiFi, websites serving mobile networks could be designed to operate in a low carbon mode [43]. However, such optimizations are difficult to implement in large-scale cloud applications due to application complexity and developer tooling, which we now explore.

C4: Application Complexity. Large-scale user applications are likely to have the most significant impact on cloud carbon emissions. Such applications are complex and can be on the scale of millions of lines of code, meaning that developers typically have at most a partial understanding of the system. Cloud users manage this complexity by building hundreds or thousands of microservices across several different development teams [41, 87]; these microservices often rely on legacy code, external services, or libraries that must be treated as black boxes by developers [30]. Consequently, it is difficult, if not impossible, for developers to modify every application component to become carbon efficient in the near term.

C5: Lack of Developer Tooling. Even developers who want to write carbon-aware code today have little cloud-based tooling support available to do so. Developers cannot easily interpret or optimize the carbon efficiency of their cloud applications beyond adhering to high-level software design guidelines [37, 38, 59]; instead, they must rely on cloud providers to share energy and emissions metrics [56, 78]. Third-party tools like Scaphandre [42] and Cloud Carbon Footprint [85] offer some insight into carbon emissions, but they are still in early stages, use coarse-grained estimations, and cannot be easily integrated with large-scale user applications.

To examine how these issues might manifest, we review insights from the field of security and privacy. Specifically, many developers seeking to integrate privacy protections into the development cycle perceive them to contradict system requirements, have trouble verifying the correctness of their work, and/or lack knowledge on relevant practices [72]. The disconnect between modern development workflow and methodology adds further difficulty [50]. As a result, organizations trying to implement privacy engineering tend to face some developer resistance [40, 73]. The perceived usefulness and complexity of an approach particularly influence its adoption [73], with additional system overhead [80] and a lack of supportive tooling also having an impact. Viewing carbon efficiency as a non-functional requirement akin to privacy suggests that its integration will likely face similar development challenges.

### 2.3 Carbon-aware Resource Management

Carbon must be optimized alongside existing business-critical application objectives, i.e., cost, performance, availability, security, and more [60]. Yet, even with visibility into emissions, cloud users find it complex to develop mechanisms to reduce them. Furthermore, each user must develop their own carbon efficiency mechanisms which leads to redundant resource management optimizations. We discuss the two main sources of complexity below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Today’s Cloud</th>
<th>Ecovisor</th>
<th>Our Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1: Operational carbon accounting</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2: Embodied carbon accounting</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3: Trust issues</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4: Application complexity</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5: Developer tooling</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6: Renewable energy variability</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7: Hardware heterogeneity</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The extent to which different proposals address carbon-awareness challenges. Mostly addresses (●). Partially addresses (○).
C6: Renewable Energy Variability. Since many major renewable energy sources today are relatively nascent and depend on the environment (i.e., solar and wind), there is considerable variability in the carbon intensity of the energy supply [19, 90, 92]. However, such variability does not imply variability in cloud energy usage. At a datacenter scale, the average difference between minimum and maximum energy demand is roughly 4%, a relatively small delta compared to changes in renewable energy supply [3]. To improve carbon efficiency, cloud stakeholders must therefore match supply variability to workloads that can adapt accordingly. Deciding how to schedule different applications to gain the highest marginal utility from variable renewable energy supply poses a challenging optimization problem [3, 69, 93], especially because it requires handling different timescales (e.g., solar supply varies with day/night cycles, but workload changes may occur within seconds). Geography requires consideration too; for instance, due to energy supply variability, it may be more carbon efficient to schedule workloads in a non-local region (e.g., by chasing the sun), as long as the transfer overheads are acceptable.

C7: Hardware Heterogeneity. Heterogeneity in the cloud manifests in several different dimensions spanning compute, memory, networks, and storage. For example, compute heterogeneity manifests across compute generations due to server lifetime extensions (e.g., older vs. newer CPUs) [86]; across compute types to achieve different performance and energy efficiency trade-offs (e.g., CPUs vs. GPUs vs. FPGAs; Intel vs. ARM vs. AMD CPUs) [20, 66, 77]; and across servers of the same type due to new failure mechanisms such as fail in place, where servers start to differ at a component level over time (e.g., CPUs with and without cache failures) [53]. Importantly, each compute backend offers different, yet often complementary, carbon trade-offs, and these trade-offs may change over time. For example, old CPUs past their standard lifetimes may be considered carbon efficient if their embodied emissions are already accounted for, but they may perform slower, use more energy, and be less reliable than newer counterparts [14, 83, 86]. Similarly, FPGAs, typically much more energy efficient than CPUs, spin up slower in response to bursty workloads, requiring substantial idle capacity to be provisioned to meet latency SLOs [66]. Increase in domain-specific architectures further complicates compute heterogeneity, with ASICs such as TPUs [49, 67] offering much better operational efficiency with the trade-off of a narrow case for allocation and potentially higher embodied carbon costs. Similar trade-offs also apply to other hardware technologies given recent advancements in memory disaggregation, flash storage, smartNICs, and optical networking. Deciding how best to schedule computation on increasingly heterogeneous resources to minimize carbon emissions while meeting other application objectives is another challenging and multi-dimensional optimization problem.

2.4 Summary
Importantly, the aforementioned challenges are rapidly evolving. Since carbon-aware software development changes will take time to design and implement, we believe that transparent carbon-aware resource management that leverages the role of application operators is a more likely near-term path to reduce carbon. Meanwhile, as developers gradually make applications more carbon aware, these resource management optimizations will in turn be impacted. Hence, from a cloud user standpoint, we seek to facilitate an agile transition towards carbon efficiency by integrating it into their cloud usage workflow [2].

Our proposal for a carbon-aware cloud abstraction adopts this reasoning to address the challenges in an agile manner [2]. Table 1 summarizes the extent to which it does so, with comparisons to today’s cloud and related work (Ecovisor [81]). Current cloud approaches address operational carbon accounting (C1) and embodied carbon accounting (C2) at a coarse level with post-hoc reports [23, 54, 58]; mechanisms such as audits provide limited support to address trust issues (C3) [1, 58]; and hourly REC partially and indirectly handle renewable energy variability (C6) [32]. Ecovisor provides fine-grained emissions visibility for operational carbon accounting (C1) and renewable energy variability (C6). Both today’s cloud and Ecovisor do not address application complexity (C4), developer tooling (C5), and hardware heterogeneity (C7). The following sections detail how implementing our proposal to federate carbon awareness across the organization addresses these challenges more comprehensively.

3 VIEWING CARBON AS AN OPERATIONS CONCERN
Large-scale cloud user organizations typically consist of managers, developers, and operators who collaborate to deploy applications with specific Service Level Objectives (SLOs) [16, 60]. Each role has different responsibilities and specializations: managers allocate budgets, coordinate between teams, and chart out application SLOs; developers focus primarily on implementing application functionality, optimizations, and ensuring correctness; and operators address deployment, monitoring, and reconfiguration to ensure that applications meet their SLOs.

To help application operators meet deployment objectives, cloud providers dedicate their own operations teams, such as Customer Reliability Engineers [70], to perform in-depth service monitoring and provide debugging and configuration guidance. Cloud operators may further communicate with cloud infrastructure teams about user needs to motivate new features and improvements to their underlying platforms.

Because application operators and cloud operators constitute a narrow-waist interface between cloud users and providers, we argue that they are best suited to introduce carbon awareness in the cloud (R1). Viewing carbon awareness as an operators-first responsibility integrates well into the typical cloud user workflow. For example, project managers could negotiate with operators to procure cloud resources while staying under carbon budgets; developers could build carbon-efficient optimizations by discussing design choices with operators since they have more insight into runtime application behavior; and application and cloud operators could provide each other greater visibility into carbon metrics and application characteristics to collaboratively make carbon-efficient resource management decisions.

---

1In some teams, the same individual might serve as both developer and operator. We discuss the roles separately for clarity.
3.1 Carbon Budgets

To meet specific carbon reduction targets, we propose that organizations define and adhere to an internal carbon budget over a specific time horizon (e.g., annual). Project managers should plan deliverables in accordance to this budget, while operations teams help monitor and enforce the budget. Carbon budgets are similar to financial budgets: a single quota is defined for an entire organization and subdivided for individual projects and/or teams over specific durations.

We believe that implementing well-defined carbon budgets would offer three key benefits. First, they would provide a clear vocabulary and common objective for cloud organizations, teams, and individuals. Second, they would keep carbon goals orthogonal to traditional SLOs, like performance and availability, which are typically defined based on business needs [16]. Third, they would align well with the carbon budgets commonly used in climate policy and hence provide a clear tracker for carbon reduction progress [63], e.g., relative to Paris Agreement requirements for the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) industry to reduce their overall emissions by 45% between 2020–2030 [88].

Note that carbon budgets are complementary to carbon fees that organizations like Microsoft internally impose on their teams: carbon fees serve as a “tax” that helps fund sustainability initiatives based on carbon emissions [94], whereas carbon budgets provide an organizational target/incentive for individual groups to make decisions about how to reduce their carbon emissions. Carbon budgets also differ from SLOs because they impact neither end-user experience nor correctness [16]. We encourage the research community to commit to studying the perception and effectiveness of carbon budgets in cloud organizations; over time, this would help refine and improve the budgeting process.

4 TAKING ACTION TO MAKE EMISSIONS MORE VISIBLE

Large-scale cloud users deploy thousands of microservices to manage their application needs [41, 87], meaning that there is substantial complexity even in identifying and optimizing the most carbon-intensive services. We therefore propose that cloud providers give application operators service-level visibility into carbon emissions and integrate emissions data into their typical cloud usage interfaces (e.g., monitoring dashboards [35, 36, 74] and container registries [24, 55, 76]). Doing so would help operators rapidly and easily develop techniques to monitor and reduce service emissions at scale (R2).

4.1 Service-level Carbon Metrics

Providers should expose real-time, service-level emissions metrics to operators to drive runtime carbon optimizations. For cloud-native microservices, such metrics can be integrated into the operator workflow by monitoring emissions in a black-box manner via sidecar proxies [25, 27] and displaying them using standard observability dashboards [35, 51, 74, 84]. For VM deployments, providers could expose emissions via a separate remote procedure call (RPC) or a hypervisor-mediated cloud API.

Dynamic service-level visibility into emissions would help for many reasons. First, it would let operators track whether their deployed services could meet their carbon budgets, even with constant development churn. Second, since emissions are exposed in a black-box manner through sidecars and service meshes, it would help operators implement carbon-aware resource optimizations without necessarily involving developers. Finally, it would help operators identify “carbon hotspots” on which to focus resource management (and optionally, development) efforts to reduce carbon emissions, making remediation efforts more effective and efficient.

Exposing accurate carbon metrics is challenging, as discussed in § 2.1. However, since carbon is a non-functional requirement, we maintain that accurate metrics are less necessary than approximate ones at present to help operators reduce emissions. Over time, as carbon optimization becomes more nuanced, providers could implement more accurate and safer carbon monitoring. Below, we discuss initial strategies to measure and export service-level emissions.

Operational Emissions. We propose two methods to track operational emissions: measurement based and model based. Under the measurement-based approach, server power measurements (via IPMI [45] or RAPL [44]) would be aggregated across coarse-grained time intervals and prorated according to component-level utilizations. For the model-based approach, performance counters for different services would be translated into energy measurements via a pretrained model [10]. In both cases, energy values would then be translated into carbon intensities using grid or datacenter-level carbon APIs [19, 81, 92]. These approaches incur different trade-offs. The measurement-based approach is likely to be more accurate, but energy counters may not be available on all machines/components. The model-based approach does not depend on hardware energy counters, but it may be less accurate and not scale well to cloud-scale server heterogeneity. Further research is needed to determine whether either poses a practical security risk due to side channels [52].

Embodied Emissions. We propose amortizing the embodied carbon of servers over their expected lifetimes by following the depreciation model from financial accounting; that is, a server in its first year of use should incur higher embodied carbon per unit time than in its fourth year. Beyond the expected lifetimes, servers should incur no embodied carbon cost [83]. The same strategy could also be applied at the component level, since different server components have different expected lifetimes [53]. Our approach incentivizes the use of older hardware, thereby promoting hardware reuse. We note that older hardware might have a higher failure probability [53], implying a trade-off between carbon efficiency and reliability under our approach. Additional study is needed to investigate this trade-off and expose its implications to cloud users.

Trust Issues. Navigating trust is complex. We believe that a combination of legal regulations, audits, and public opinion will motivate cloud provider accountability. Third-party audits are already common for verifying sustainability practices; the same could be applied to verifying emissions measurements after making the methodology public [1, 54]. The research community could contribute a verification or attestation mechanism [33] so that users need not trust providers to report valid emissions metrics. If trust lapses, users could consider repatriating to private clouds for greater visibility and control over carbon reduction. While this might be cost effective for some cloud users today [91], it is unlikely to be a
carbon-efficient decision overall since it does not benefit from at-scale optimizations [17].

4.2 Carbon Knowledge Repository

Since carbon benchmarks are not yet common, operators in large-scale organizations would also benefit from static visibility into the energy usage of common services like key-value stores or machine learning models. Specifically, we propose that services expose their expected energy usage under standardized configurations via a shared carbon knowledge repository. Doing so would enable application operators and developers deploying new services to make informed initial choices about which service alternatives may be preferable. For instance, developers using machine learning serving frameworks would benefit from knowing the energy efficiencies of different models alongside their accuracy and performance.

We envision that such carbon knowledge repositories would be a collaborative effort across different cloud users and integrated into cloud-native container registries, image repositories, or machine learning model zoos [24, 55, 76, 95]. For uniformity, we expect that each carbon repository would be standardized with fixed benchmarks and hardware configurations, appropriate to the service type; deciding upon a set of standard configurations remains an open problem that could be guided by collaboratively-developed open-source benchmarks. Alternatively, cloud users could also create an internal repository of carbon emissions for their own service deployments in case of sensitive data/configurations. For willing users, request-level energy usage could be pulled directly through the metrics measurement interfaces described in § 4.1.

5 CENTRALIZING CARBON REDUCTION

Finally, to simplify operator efforts for cloud-managed services, we propose that providers centralize carbon-aware resource management mechanisms and expose configurable knobs to operators (R3). Optimizing cloud-managed services using black-box approaches quickly runs into limitations since many carbon optimizations involve multidimensional trade-offs beyond provider purview. For example, older hardware may run services slower and less reliably but offer higher carbon efficiency [83]; carbon-aware scheduling may delay workloads so they run during low carbon intensity time periods [69, 93]. To communicate these trade-offs, operators should be able to tweak static or dynamic knobs that cloud providers can rely upon to make better carbon-aware optimizations. Centralizing optimizations particularly benefits agility by eliminating redundant optimization efforts across different services and across operators.

5.1 Static Optimizations

Operators should be able to communicate known static trade-offs to providers upon service creation or deployment. To implement static hints, providers could simply require operators to pass an appropriate flag when deploying cloud-managed microservices. For example, operators could indicate that a service is delay tolerant, letting providers schedule it when renewable energy is available [93]. Alternatively, providers could create new cloud platform offerings like "green VMs" which could be carbon-aware alternatives to spot VMs or harvest VMs that are spun up only when the carbon intensity of energy is low [7, 75]. Although carbon-aware scheduling already exists for internal workloads in some clouds today [69], we note that building such static optimizations into cloud-managed services enables users to benefit, as well.

5.2 Dynamic Eco Modes

Inspired by eco mode dials in modern cars [47], we propose that operators be able to dynamically specify simple hints to help the cloud platform improve carbon efficiency. For example, operators could signal that a service has latency slack, letting providers run it at lower clock frequencies (reducing operational emissions) or on older CPUs (reducing embodied emissions). Developers can further utilize eco modes to implement carbon-efficient application functionality, such as by using different eco modes to serve machine learning models that offer different accuracy, performance, and efficiency trade-offs for the same application task.

To enable eco mode settings in the cloud, providers must implement a communication interface between the application service and the cloud platform. As a first step, most existing cloud monitoring systems allow specification of custom metrics, and this interface could be extended to communicate eco modes. In the future, cloud providers could expose a dedicated eco mode interface to operators. Each eco mode could capture different carbon trade-offs, and multiple modes could be combined for greater carbon reduction. For example, a delay-tolerant eco mode might use renewable-aware scheduling or lower compute clock frequencies [65]. A reliability-tolerant eco mode might schedule applications on older hardware generations to reduce carbon emissions [83, 86]. A balanced eco mode could schedule latency-sensitive applications interchangeably on heterogeneous compute workers to strike a middle ground between their spin-up latency, cost, and energy efficiency [11, 66].

5.3 User Incentives

To help operators make informed decisions about available static optimizations and eco mode trade-offs, providers could monitor historical user workloads, use simple simulators/predictors to determine potential carbon savings, and display savings on operator dashboards. For example, if shown that adding new FPGA implementations to existing CPU services could dramatically reduce carbon emissions while only slightly increasing costs [66], operators might be better positioned to make such recommendations within their enterprises based on their carbon and financial budgets. To motivate operators to enable carbon-reduction optimizations, providers could also introduce economic incentives by leveraging lowered operational costs due to reduced energy and power consumption. Prior work on market-mechanism-based power capping is a good starting point for future inquiry in this direction [46].
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